Representative cites inequities in state’s water policies
Rep. Brian Donnelly says the next Massachusetts governor should correct inequities in the state’s water policy that allows residents of one community to pay far higher taxes than another. Donnelly, who spoke at the Metro South Chamber of Commerce yesterday, said the state’s situation pits cities and towns against one another. He suggested creating a local leasing authority that would share equitably int he state’s water resources.

Shannon calls for sale of needles and syringes
Attorney General James Shannon joined AIDS activists Wednesday in supporting the sale of hypodermic needles and syringes to combat the spread of AIDS. But the Dukakis Administration says the Department of Public Health needs to study the issue of AIDS treatment and prevention.

Judge blocks release of police killer
A Dallas judge yesterday blocked the release of Randall Adams — the man convicted of killing a police officer and the subject of the movie The Thin Blue Line. Adams was set to be released on his own recognizance today after 12 years in jail — but a second judge imposed a $100,000 bail. His conviction had recently been overturned.

No curfew for DC teens... for now
Tonight was the night Washington, DC announced its plan to implement its curfew for teenagers, but a judge has temporarily blocked the curfew. The city ordered the curfew in response to a growing crisis over drugs and drug-related violence.

Inflation fears drive market down
Concern over inflation sent markets tumbling yesterday with the Dow Jones Industrial Average losing 29 points. Investors are bracing for an even bigger plunge today if the government’s report on February’s consumer prices shows a sharp rise. Analysts expect the rate of inflation could trigger a recession in the second half of the year.

Survey judges economic climates
California, Connecticut, Maryland, Virginia, Massachusetts and New Jersey and Vermont have the highest grades in an economic report card released yesterday. A private research group looked at all 50 states and found the economic climate best in those that invest in basics such as education, technology and capital markets. The survey also found a growing gap between rich and poor in almost every state.

“Night Court” actor testifies on Capitol Hill about Alzheimer’s Disease
The actor who plays “Bull,” the bull on the television series “Night Court,” tearfully testified on Capitol Hill yesterday about his father’s five-year ordeal with Alzheimer’s Disease. Richard Moll recalled the frustrations of his father’s five-year ordeal with Alzheimer’s Disease, which has caused his memory to deteriorate and bodily functions prior to his death a year-and-a-half ago.

Amex bill for visiting a prostitute
“I won’t pay,” says Maryland man
A Maryland man who went to a Detroit bordello last week can Express bill — saying he used the charge card to pay for an illegal act. The man says he used the card to purchase the services of prostitutes at two Baltimore clubs, although the bills show the charges were for champagne.

Shannon for sale of needles and syringes
Attorney General James Shannon joined AIDS activists Wednesday in supporting the sale of hypodermic needles and syringes to combat the spread of AIDS. But the Dukakis Administration says the Department of Public Health needs to study the issue of AIDS treatment and prevention.

Statewide drought possible
You may have been the first day of spring but some people in New England are wishing for a touch of winter. Too little snow has Massachusetts worried about drought. One official says the reservoir that provides water for the eastern half of the state needs about eight major snowstorms.

Shamir calls for Jewish unity
There is asasion at a Conference of World Jewry meeting in Jerusalem. In his opening remarks, Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir called on Jewish leaders to unite behind Israel. But Israeli Radio reports that when Shamir addressed the al-Quds Palestine Liberation Organization, several delegates dissented.

Sabah calls for Jewish unity
There is a conference at a Conference of World Jewry meeting in Jerusalem. In his opening remarks, Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir called on Jewish leaders to unite behind Israel. But Israeli Radio reports that when Shamir addressed the al-Quds Palestine Liberation Organization, several delegates dissented.

Nathan's thoughts on World Jewish unity
There is a conference at a Conference of World Jewry meeting in Jerusalem. In his opening remarks, Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir called on Jewish leaders to unite behind Israel. But Israeli Radio reports that when Shamir addressed the al-Quds Palestine Liberation Organization, several delegates dissented.

American Express sues and the clubs deny market prostitution.
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Trump cuts bid for Eastern shuttle
Strike crippled Eastern Airlines got more trouble yesterday when New York Developer Donald Trump cut his bid for Eastern’s northeastern shuttle. Last fall, Trump offered $365 million for the profitable shuttle but Trump says it has lost at least a third of its value since a machinists’ strike began three weeks ago.
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